
Rebar Cutting Equipment vs Mobile Rebar Cutter
 

In one of our blog sites, we stated using rebar in building and construction. We additionally

went over the various kinds of rebar cutting machine. 

Let's go via a quick summary. 

There are various types of reducing equipment for various situations. Each of them operates

in their own capacity. 

Some are utilized for better high quality as well as some for faster job. Some are used on a

brief budget while some are used for mobility. 

A few of the cutting equipments we discussed were: 

• Round Reducing Maker 

• Jigsaw Cutting Maker 

• Hydraulic Bolt Reducing Maker 

• Cutting Wheel 

• Angle Mill 

• Chopsaw. 

• Reciprocating Hammer. 

• Portable Cutting Machine. 

• Rebar Cutting Maker. 

Today, we'll be going over the comparison of 2 of the prior equipments. They are Mobile

Rebar Cutter as well as Rebar Reducing Maker. 

Both makers have their advantages and also downsides. We will certainly be comparing

them based upon different factors, which are:. 

1. rebar cutting techniques . Top quality. 

3. Security. 

4.Time-Saving. 

5. Transportability. 

6. Specs Overview. 

 

Costs Summary. 

Cost is among the most important facets that make the user pick something. Not all users

have the budget to acquire heavy machinery. 

The cost of the cutting device varieties from $500 to $1000. This is an one-time financial

investment yet a huge investment. 

On the other hand, the portable rebar cutter expenses around $250 to $750. 

As you can see, the difference exists. One could buy 1.5-2 mobile rebar cutters for the cost

of one rebar reducing machine. 

However a whole lot of various other factors enter into play as well so we can not just make a

decision based on a lower cost. 

Anyway, in this element, the mobile cutter is less costly and also far better. 

 

Quality. 

People with a big-budget always offer the very first concern to high quality. By top quality, we

mean the resulting cut made in the rebar. 

https://www.rebarsmachine.com/rebar-cutting-machines/


The rebar cutting device uses a motor with a speed of 1450 RPM. It can puncture several

steel bars like butter. 

On the other hand, some of the portable rebar cutter is wireless and may not have the power

to easily reduce big bars. 

So, in this regard, the cutting equipment is much better than the mobile rebar cutter. 

Safety and security. 

Every machine ought to have the ability to deal with security dangers. A pro tip is to develop

a safety list prior to beginning any job at a building website. 

The rebar reducing device is equipped with support braces. This is provided to cut the rebar

with security. It additionally is composed of a reducing clutch that enables you to control the

procedure. 

The mobile rebar cutter is small so it does not include several safety and security features.

Although, It is wireless which can save a great deal of tripping accidents. 

So, hereof, the previous machine takes a side. 

Transportability. 

This is a really vital aspect. Equipments require to be transferable to any component of the

site. This conserves time as well as enhances productivity. 

The portable rebar cutter is a little device with a weight varying from 22 to 32 kg. Its

lengthiest measurement is 20 inches in size. This suggests also a single worker can move

the device from one corner of the site to the various other. 

Meanwhile, the reducing equipment is not something you can easily stroll around whatsoever

times. This does not indicate that it is fixed. It is equipped with a lifting ring that enables you

to transport it. Although you will certainly require heavy equipment to raise it. 

To conclude, the portable rebar cutter is the better option hereof. 

Time-Saving. 

Among the key elements a customer maintains in mind when picking a cutting device is the

time it will certainly save him. 

As you've listened to, Time is money. So, the perfect machine should reduce the optimum

variety of rebar in the fastest time. 

The portable rebar cutter can reduce a single piece of rebar in 5 secs. The optimum number

of bars it can hold is 2 bars of 16 mm. 

Currently, onto the rebar reducing machine. The machine can hold rebar as much as 40mm.

Its cutting frequency is 32 times per min. For the 16mm as circumstances, it can cut 5pcs

once. 

The cutting equipment is much better than the cutter, in time-saving. 

Specifications Review. 

The total specifications of a device matter a whole lot. Often, the individuals want a device

with specific specs. 

The portable rebar cutter is a 22-30 kg equipment. Measurements of a basic device of this

group are 20" x5.9" x9.8". It utilizes an electric motor with a voltage of 100V/115V/230V. The

largest dimension of rebar the device can cut varies for various variations. Even the most

effective version can just cut bars of 32 mm size. 

The rebar reducing equipment has a weight varying from 450 to 600 kg. Its harsh dimensions

are 60" x19.7" x32.5" making it a large-sized maker. It uses a single stage or 3 stage motor.



Its optimum rebar size likewise relies on different variations. The biggest dimension of round

bar any kind of device can reduce has to do with 50mm as well as for rebar, it is 40mm. 

Generally, the reducing equipment has even more functions than the portable rebar cutter. 

Verdict. 

The contrast was difficult and both devices had their benefits and drawbacks. 

Assessing all the factors, we see that rebar cutting equipment has more advantages than the

mobile cutting machine. 

With its tiny dimension, the portable rebar cutter can easily be taken at the site. This can

trigger loss to the customer. Acquiring several portable equipments can also confirm to be

costly for him. Its tiny size can likewise make it susceptible to damage. 

This indicates that if a business intends to make an one-time investment, then rebar reducing

equipment is the option it must go with. It will certainly be a little costly yet will prove to

provide great quality and performance. The equipment can be repaired at a steelyard and

also then used by all workers. The device makes sure to give lasting solution.


